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INTRODUCTION
People say that there’s nothing new under the sun—and generally, they’re right. But I’ve taken 13 major trips in
the last two years alone (not counting work travel) to over 15 countries. In total I’ve visited almost 30 countries,
spent a summer living in Italy on a language immersion program, and traveled fairly extensively in the U.S. as well.
And after some trial and error, this is the trip planning process I use every single time.
These aren’t just vague suggestions and common sense, but instead are real and specific steps and tools I use at
every step of the process—I tell you what I look for and how to pull together your research into exactly what you
are looking for. And then I’ll tell you the steps I take to upgrade a solid itinerary into a truly epic trip.
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THE PROCESS: INSPIRATION > DEEP DIVE > REALITY
Over the years I’ve found a trip planning process that really works well for me. It’s fairly unstructured, so I can easily
knock out a simple weekend getaway in the States, or use it to plan an intense two-week New Zealand road trip. Like
many things in life, I start fairly broad just to see what’s out there, and then I slowly filter things out until I have a solid,
workable, and epic trip in front of me.

GET INSPIRED!
This part is hardest for me to give advice on,
because only you know why you’re taking a trip
and what will make you happiest. Do you already
know where you want to go? Well then, you’re
set. If not, or even if you just have a general idea,
Pinterest is one of my biggest tools at the
inspiration stage.
If you know you want to go to the beach but
aren’t sure where, start by Googling “best beaches
to visit in [month]” to start getting some ideas.
Then search those on Pinterest to see what
photos catch your fancy. If you know you want to
go *somewhere* and have timing but not a
destination in mind, I’d recommend going to
Google Flights, entering your dates, and then
using the map to see what fares cost to different destinations—it even lets you enter something as broad as “Europe” or
“Caribbean” to see what’s out there.
While you’re not booking anything just yet, it’s important to check the weather and flights at this stage, and have a sense of
what housing would cost, too. I’ve gotten down the path of picking a destination, and then realized that flights at that time
of year are obscenely expensive, or that I’ve inadvertently picked the rainy season for Costa Rica. Do a bit of Googling and
scan some flights for placeholder dates—examples or estimates of what you MIGHT be looking at (make sure to consider
day of the week too!)—to make sure that you’re on the right track before you head into real research.

RESEARCH DEEP DIVE
This is all about gathering as much information as you
can get your hands on, then figuring out how to organize
it. Save a Word doc (or similar word processing
program) with your trip destination and start copying
and pasting all the info you find into it. Think of this
stage of the process as one giant data dump. It’s messy
right now, and that’s okay.
Pinterest is still a huge part of my process at this stage. I
create a new board just for the trip, and then go through
and do several searches. For my recent girls’ trip to
Portland and the Willamette Valley, for instance, I
searched things like “Portland itinerary”, “Willamette
Valley wineries”, “Oregon hiking trails”, and many more
variations, then saved all the pins that appealed to me
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to my new board. I then visited every link in the Pinterest board, copying and pasting any helpful advice from these articles
into my ever-growing research document. If the website was extremely helpful, I copied the link as well, to reference later.
I also start combing through the TripAdvisor forums for the destination to see what questions people are asking, who the
most knowledgeable contributors are, and even asking a few initial questions of my own. Once you have an idea of what
landmarks you might want to visit, go to the TripAdvisor pages for each of them and read the reviews in-depth to see what
tips you can glean (whether it’s under construction, when the lines are shortest—TA has all kinds of tidbits if you’re patient
enough to sift through). Again, copy and paste everything important into your Word doc. If you’re mostly staying in cities,
don’t forget to look for popular day trips from that city (search Pinterest & Google “day trips from [city]”). For instance,
you’d be crazy to visit Lisbon and not see the palaces of Sintra, or visit Munich and not also visit Neuschwanstein castle.
Once you have quite a bit of information in the Word doc (which can easily be 20 pages long), go through and start to group
everything by theme. If you’re visiting multiple countries or cities, start there and then sub-divide by site, neighborhood, or
order you’ll visit in. I almost always have a “basic important info” section at the top (language, customs, currency, sunrise
and sunset times, weather, etc.), followed by “transportation” (i.e. ways to get around, train schedules, how to get to and
from the airport, common taxi scams), and I always have “housing” and “food/drink” sections at the end of the document.

LET’S GET REAL
Now that you know all 1,723 places you want to go on your 5-day trip, it’s time to talk reality. Reality = how many days,
how much travel time to/from/between, and how much money you have to spend. Now you figure out what you feasibly
can accomplish on this particular trip.
I start to edit my research down, cutting out duplication,
and then start to highlight the things that are absolute
musts, what are “nice to haves”, etc. Next I choose the
most important and just start going down the list, seeing
what I can realistically fit into an itinerary. If they’re not in
the same city, look at travel times and schedules between
them, to see how much time you’ll lose in transit and what
routes and order of visiting would make sense.
The TripAdvisor boards are absolute gold here (mostly).
Once I have a list of what I really want to do, I’ll put a post
up on the destination’s board providing a little background
on myself, my travel companions and likes/dislikes, then
the sites I’d like to visit and time I have (and that I hate
museums). I usually also caveat that my travel style is a bit
more fast-paced than many people like, so fitting in a bit “too much” isn’t stressful for me. The TA forum folks will provide
invaluable recommendations on order of visiting, when to avoid certain areas, or sometimes even if my wish list just isn’t
realistic. Take their advice with a grain of salt (when it comes to your preferences), but take it nonetheless.
There are three key areas you have to figure out—transportation, housing, and itinerary. The biggest challenge is that the
order in which you figure these out will vary by trip. Sometimes you’ll nab a great flight and then build your itinerary from
there, filling in housing as you go. Other times, you build your ideal itinerary and then book flights, rental cars, and housing
based on that. I’m putting them in a certain order here, but this really is a “choose your own adventure” kind of process.

BOTTOM LINE:
You don’t need fancy tools or programs to plan an amazing trip. Between Pinterest, TripAdvisor, and simple Word and
Excel documents, you already have all the tools you need to develop, research, and fully plan a detailed trip itinerary!
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HOW TO PICK THE RIGHT FLIGHT FOR THE RIGHT PRICE
This obviously assumes you need a flight. If you don’t, bully for you, you can skip straight to the Housing section.
“Right” is the key word here. Sometimes that’s the absolute cheapest, but for most of us we also have to balance the cost
with how much time it takes. For instance, if a non-stop flight to London from Atlanta is $1,000 but I can get a flight with
two layovers and a total travel time of 23 hours for $800, I’m probably going to pay the extra $200 and fly non-stop. My
time is worth money, so that’s what’s right for me. That isn’t always the case, and it doesn’t mean it’s right for everyone.
You know what balance of cost and time is most important for you.

WHERE TO SEARCH FOR FLIGHTS
•

•

•

I recommend that anytime you’re looking for a
flight (particularly an international flight), you
search on at least four search engines to see
what differences there are. Sometimes they’re
negligible, but other times you’ll be surprised.
o Kayak, Google Flights, Momondo, and
Skyscanner are the ones I use currently.
One helpful thing about Google Flights is
that it also pulls in results from a lot of
the European budget airlines.
o I have not found Expedia, Travelocity, or
Orbitz to be particularly useful (and I
feel like they’re mostly owned by the
same people); I freely admit I have no
idea how to use Hotwire or Priceline
and honestly, they stress me out.
Always search on an Incognito browser. I use Chrome exclusively, and all you have to do is go to the top-right
where it has your name or “Person1” (or maybe “Guest User”), click it, and choose Incognito. There is a slightly
different process depending on whether you’re a Mac or Windows user and your preferred browser, but a quick
Google search should get you sorted out. Ultimately this means that the browser doesn’t have your past browsing
history, so the airline sites can’t increase prices because they know you’ve been looking for a particular flight.
I also recommend signing up for AllTheFlightDeals.com. On this site you enter your home airport (as well as other
airports you’re willing to fly out of if there’s a great deal) and they’ll send you emails when good flights appear. It
might be to San Diego or to Nairobi, but keep an eye out and you’ll probably see what you’re looking for
eventually.
o I’m also testing out Next Vacay currently. There is a small fee (I think $25/year), which is nothing
assuming you save at least that much on just one flight. So far the deals are fairly similar to
AllTheFlightDeals, but I’ve had better luck actually finding the deals before they expire, so it seems like a
good product from what I can tell right now.
o I’ve used AirfareWatchdog over the years; it’s a mixed bag but can definitely be helpful.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR WHEN COMPARING FLIGHTS
Price is where most people automatically gravitate, and it’s certainly important. But price depends on a number of
different factors, and you need to look at all of them when picking a flight. Some things are really obvious—for instance,
dates and time of departure and arrival. If you can be flexible on dates and times, you have a good chance of getting a
better deal.
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But outside of those, many people don’t think about some of the other factors.
•

•

•

Airline is one thing that can make a huge difference in your overall trip experience. Make sure you understand
whether you’re booking a low-cost carrier (such as
Frontier, Spirit, or Norwegian). There’s nothing wrong
with it, but the fees can add up so you should go in eyeswide. Look up reviews of different foreign airlines and
ask friends as well—some are amazing (Turkish, for
instance) and others are a little more bare-bones
(looking at you, TAP Portugal).
o Make sure to look not only at what airline
you’re booking with, but what carrier is actually
servicing the flight. Due to alliances, this is
often unclear and really makes a difference in
your experience.
Total travel time is one of my hot buttons when booking
a flight. Long layovers waste your valuable time unless they’re SO long that you can actually get out of the airport
and see a bit of your layover city (inherent with its own luggage logistical issues). Too short can be a concern too,
though at least if you’re booked all the way with one airline they’ll have to make it work for you somehow. Just
make sure to check not only the number of layovers but your overall travel time before booking.
This sounds like a no-brainer but you’d be surprised how often it trips people up—make sure to check the airport
you’re flying in and out of. You can sometimes nab a better deal by using a different nearby airport, or sometimes
you don’t realize that you’re booking London Gatwick rather than London Heathrow. Again, eyes-wide. As long as
you make the choice on purpose, that’s what matters.
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MAKE SURE YOU CHECK BEFORE YOU BOOK
For international flights, most airlines (except budget ones) let you
pick your seats when you book. So make sure to decide whether you
want a window or an aisle (or…middle, I guess? But why?). I
generally go for window, since it’s easier to sleep without people
walking past constantly. The downside to that is that it’s harder to
get out if you want to stretch or go to the bathroom.
If you’re traveling with companions and you’re all booking your
flights together, I recommend booking at the same time and talking
on the phone to make sure you choose seats together (if you care).
Here’s a tip for you if it’s a 3-seat window and aisle (like on many
domestic flights)—if two of you are traveling together, you can grab
the window and the aisle with the middle empty between you.
Others choosing their seats will be less likely to choose a middle seat
unless they have to, so you might get lucky and have an empty seat.
And if you do end up with someone between you, a middle seat
person will ALWAYS swap you for a window or aisle!
Make sure to check whether you’re right next to a bathroom. Most
bulkheads—a.k.a. the seats with a wall in front of them and more leg
room—are, so that’s a trade-off, but particularly near the back of the
plane that tends to be a high-traffic, high-sound, sometimes high-smell area. I usually avoid it. I try to be closer to the front
of the aircraft so I can de-plane sooner and get through customs more quickly. It can make a 30-minute or more difference
in getting to your final destination.
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HOUSING: FINDING THE PERFECT “HOME AWAY FROM HOME”
Since housing is generally the biggest cost apart from flight, I always spend some serious time looking at all my options to
make sure that I get a good deal and it’s close to where I’d like to be. As you go through the steps below, save links of
the listings that jump out as solid possibilities to create a “short list”.

SAVE OR SPLURGE?
There are a few schools of thought to trip accommodation. One way of thinking of it (and I often fall into this camp) is that
you don’t need a fancy place to stay, because you’ll be spending most of your time out and about. I’ve used this approach
for trips where we’re just using it as a base for day trips, or we plan to be
exploring the city all day. In this case, as long as it’s safe, clean, close to
things, and gets decent reviews, it’ll do. There are definitely economies of
scale. For 2-3 people, I usually shoot for $50 per person per night, but
obviously in some places it will be more (and some places you can get away
with less).
There are times when splurging on an awesome place is totally worth it.
First, being close to the main sights (or whatever you plan to visit) is always
worth paying a little extra for, if it saves you a lot of time or money getting
around. For instance, the hotels in downtown Vancouver were quite a bit
more expensive than we really wanted to spend, but to save money we
would have had to stay out in Richmond and spend 20-30 minutes getting
into town. We spent the extra money and easily walked everywhere, which
allowed us to see so much more on our short trip.
I’m a sucker for a great view, so when I can find a place with a nice balcony,
I’m usually willing to pay a bit more. And of course if your trip is more
about relaxation or hanging out with friends—for instance, a beach vacation
or weekend in the mountains—then finding housing with more space and
amenities is going to be a higher priority. You also might consider seeking out something a little more unique. For instance,
we found a sailboat (with captain) to rent on Airbnb when staying in Sweden, and spent the most magical three days sailing
around an archipelago. It was a bit more expensive from a housing standpoint than we’d initially planned ($250 per person
for 3 nights), but it was about our only real cost besides flights. Maybe it’s a houseboat, a treehouse, or just a sweet
rooftop patio, but if you’ll be there more than a day it could be worth looking at something special.

HOTEL OR RENTAL?
I’m generally a rental girl, but there are pros and cons to each
and it really depends on your trip. Here are some things to
consider when deciding:
•

•

Number of people – If you have 3 or more people and
are traveling in Europe, finding a triple or family room
in European hotels can be quite challenging. An
apartment may be a better (and more cost-efficient)
bet.
What time you’re checking in – Don’t assume a 24hour check-in window. The people who manage
apartment rentals are people too, and so there’s
usually a more limited window for arrival or extra fees
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•
•

for late-night. Smaller hotels are often this way too, so if you’re getting in outside of normal hours, a larger chain
hotel might be a better idea.
Budget – For me, half the fun of traveling is trying different restaurants in a new city, but if you’re trying to save
money on food, then a rental may be a better fit so you can keep cheaper supermarket food and drinks on hand.
How many nights you’re staying – If it’s only one, a hotel may be simpler (not always, just a rule of thumb).

HOW TO SELECT THE PERFECT HOTEL OR RENTAL
Whether a rental or hotel, the first thing I look for is proximity. I
look at the map of the listing options and then also pull up Google
Maps and search for various areas to see how close is it REALLY to
where you want to be (near metro, near sites, easily walkable,
etc.)? “Five to ten minutes” is one of life’s greatest lies, and
nothing exposes it quite like dragging a suitcase around.
Whether you’re looking on Airbnb, TripAdvisor, Booking.com, or
another site, use the map to zoom in and out and look at your
options relative to each other, and to major sites. Pull up Google
Maps and enter the address of a potential hotel or landmark near
your rental and get walking directions to the train station or key
sites, to see how long the walk truly is.

HOW TO SKIM AN AIRBNB LISTING (APPLIES TO HOTELS TOO):
•

•
•

I usually start with photos (make sure it’s clearly that
place and not just the area), then look at price including
cleaning fees and service charges, and then divide that
total by the number of nights to get my true nightly amount.
Read the description, including number and type of beds (don’t be fooled by the “sleeps XX”), check-in and checkout times, and cancellation policy.
Amenities: Does it have WiFi? Laundry? Free parking? In more tropical climates, look for air conditioning and/or
fans. Think about TV options if that matters, kid-friendly choices if that applies to you. Just read through carefully
and think about how you’ll use the rental and what you do and don’t truly care about.

READING BETWEEN THE LINES OF REVIEWS
Reviews gets its own section because they are critical when
choosing housing, whether that’s a hotel or a rental. Read
through them in-depth, at least a few pages’ worth (and
make sure you’re looking at the most recent ones). Always
look for normal review red flags, like cleanliness, bed bugs,
noise, poor customer service, inaccuracies in the listing, etc.
Obviously, some people can always find something to be
dissatisfied about, so you have to take things with that allimportant grain of salt. Also, I’ve noticed that people from
certain cultures seem inclined to give positive reviews
overall, while others seem to find fault in everything, so
take that into account.
Next make sure to also carefully read for complaints about
those amenities that matter to you. If strong WiFi is
important so you can work, do the reviews complain about
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the WiFi constantly? If it’s important to be a very close walk to something due to mobility issues, see what estimates people
are giving for walking times. If enough people complain about uncomfortable beds, cleanliness, or something else, it’s
worth taking note and deciding how you feel about it. If you’re going to an all-inclusive resort, see what people are saying
about the beaches, noise and parties, cleanliness, whether the air conditioning works, the strength of the drinks, and
anything else you’d care about.
Are there reviews? If you’re talking about a rental, sometimes you might be getting a new host, and this can be a bit
challenging. You don’t have reviews to go off of, so there’s no way to know if this is going to be a nightmare or a great find.
Ideally, it’s competitively priced to incentivize you to try a new place (or you could reach out to the host and ask about a
discount due to lack of reviews). Also, look at the host’s profile to see how long they’ve been a host and how long the
property has been listed, and also see if they mention it being a new listing in the description. Ultimately this is a judgment
call. When I have other good options I don’t tend to gamble, but sometimes it’s worth it (particularly for a short trip, or one
where you won’t be at the apartment much).

MAKING YOUR CHOICE
You should have your short list of potential listings now. Pull
them all up as separate tabs next to each other and go
through each with a fine-toothed comb. Make notes in a
separate Word doc next to each link with the basic info
(price, beds, etc.) as well as your own feelings (feels small,
cute balcony, etc.).
Look for deal-breakers you may have missed, compare nittygritty details directly to each other (cancellation policies, for
instance), and read through the reviews again in-depth. Get
it down to a top 3 (or 5) list—so that if things get booked up
before you are ready to book, you have backups ready and
don’t have to start the process all over again. Then, as soon
as your itinerary is solid, book that baby!
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HOW TO BUILD AN EPIC ITINERARY
Now we throw back to that massive Word doc that you’ve created, and bring back our old friend TripAdvisor as well.
You probably have a solid idea of where you’ll be staying and how you’re getting there—now it’s time to shade in the
rest of your schedule.

FIGURE OUT YOUR “MUST-HAVES” & PAIR WITH OTHER SIGHTS CLOSE BY
Starting with your “must have” list of sights, do some research and start to put similar pieces together.
•

•

•

•
•

Look at the official websites to figure out opening
days and times, when they’re closed for holidays,
what time of day is best to visit, and roughly how
long it will take to visit.
Read the TripAdvisor reviews for a landmark, tour,
or experience—look at both recent reviews as well
as filter by time of year.
Look on Google Maps to see how far apart different
things are and how long it will take you to walk
between (or if public transportation is faster), or
drive times if you’re on a road trip. Within your
Word doc, start to group sights that are close
together next to each other and make notes on how
long you’d stay or what order you’d do them in.
Pore over the TripAdvisor forums and read about other people’s planned itineraries as well as their trip reports.
You’ll get a feel for what has worked and what hasn’t, as well as what you’d enjoy.
Post your own planned itinerary on TripAdvisor a few times (you’ll make revisions over time, I promise) with as
much detail on your likes and dislikes as you can provide, to get much more detailed advice from the destination
experts (who either live there, or travel there frequently).

LOOK FOR ONE OR TWO UNIQUE OR SPLURGE-WORTHY MOMENTS
I’m a HUGE believer in knowing when to save and when to splurge, and this is one of the things that can elevate a great trip
to “epic” status. As you go through your research, you’re certain to come across cool, almost unbelievable, experiences,
restaurants, or tours. Pinterest and travel blogs are your allies here, highlighting off-the-beaten-path ideas or a custom
tour that you can seek out. From skydiving in New Zealand to renting a sailboat in Sweden to dog sledding in Norway to a
delicious fancy afternoon tea in London, these have been
some of my favorite travel memories.
Epic isn’t just about cost, either. Love being out on the
water? Look for opportunities to get out on a boat if
you’re near the coast. Look for a local food tour or a
private winery tour if you’re a foodie (or even just splurge
on one meal at a restaurant you’re dying to try). Consider
adding a destination to your trip that’s a little out of the
way but just sounds SO cool (like we did with the Isles of
Iona and Staffa in Scotland—completely worth it). What’s
the one thing that really caught your imagination while
you were planning, that you kept thinking about? Try and
find a way to fit that into your itinerary no matter what.
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Whenever it makes sense, I also try to plan at least one active or
outdoors-y activity on each trip. Partly because it’s a great way to
experience a destination, and partly because you’re probably eating
terribly and a little bit of exercise won’t hurt! In Croatia we went out of
our way to visit the Plitvice Lakes National Park, but it is still one of the
things my mom raves about out of all our trips. In Scotland we (only
partially-successfully) hiked the Quiraing. If you’re visiting Barcelona,
consider a bicycle tour as a great way to get some exercise and see the
city. Seek out a hike, a sail, or some other way to get out into nature.

MAKE SURE NOT TO FORGET OTHER TRANSPORTATION
Whether it’s train tickets, the bus, or a rental car, make sure you have a
good understanding of how you’ll get from place to place, how much it
will cost, and whether you need to book ahead. For instance, train
tickets between countries in Europe should be treated similar to a plane
ticket and booked ahead, as they go up significantly in price as you get
nearer. But within a country it depends, and you should ask the
TripAdvisor forums for guidance. In Italy I could typically get tickets a
day or two ahead of time for many routes (to give me flexibility), but
sometimes popular routes and times would be sold out. In Jordan we
just showed up, bought our bus tickets, and got on.
Whether or not to get a rental car is another major question. If you’re doing a road trip (like in Scotland or New Zealand),
it’s a necessity. But if you’ll be visiting major cities definitely consider carefully, because driving in many cities is insane and
parking is a nightmare (an expensive one, generally). Don’t forget that you can also rent a car for just a day if there’s a
place a bit further out that you really want to visit. And public transportation is your friend!

CREATE A FEW DIFFERENT SCENARIOS TO SEE WHAT WORKS
Most trips are going to take some trial and effort, and since I like to fit in as much as possible I create a schedule to make
sure I’ve thought through travel times, which day we’re doing what, and that I haven’t overcommitted myself. Some trips
are more complex (Israel and Jordan), others less so (I didn’t even make one like this for my Mexico all-inclusive, just
printed my flight info). This isn’t meant to be a limiting timetable where every minute is planned out and there’s no room
for spontaneity—think of it more like a skeleton framework and way to keep everything organized.
But if you have multiples people, multiple places, and moving pieces, this Excel spreadsheet will be your world, and is an
invaluable planning tool. Here’s an example of a fairly detailed itinerary, right before we left on our trip.
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WHAT TO DO BEFORE YOU GO
Your flights and housing are booked and you have your itinerary put together—now the countdown is on! But there are
some extra steps you can take before you leave that will make your trip go smoothly.

PAPERWORK: CAN’T LIVE WITH IT, CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT IT
First and foremost, know what you need to get in and out of your destination (if it’s another country).
•

•

Make sure your passport is up-to-date and that you know where it is. It’s important to check and make sure you
have at least 6 months from the end of your trip until your passport expires—many countries won’t let you in if it
expires within the next 6 months (this is true of driver’s licenses too!).
Do you need a visa for your trip? Your trip research should identify this (TripAdvisor forums can be a great help
here), and make sure you get it enough ahead of time to where you can address any hiccups. Make sure you know
if you need to have it printed out, if just having it on your mobile phone is okay, or if you purchase it once you
arrive. I almost got into trouble headed to Argentina because I hadn’t checked closely enough. #neveragain

SAFETY FIRST
Before your trip, take these steps to ensure that things go smoothly while you’re away.
•

•

Set travel notifications on your debit card and any credit cards that you plan to take—you can do this online for
most banks and credit cards these days. I always recommend you take two credit cards, a primary and a backup,
as well as your debit card for withdrawing cash from ATMs.
o It’s important to know if your credit cards or bank charge you a foreign transaction fee (if they do, look
into getting one that doesn’t), and whether your bank has partnerships in other countries. Bank of
America, for instance, has a global network of partner banks such as BNP Paribas, which reciprocate on
dropping ATM fees.
Use your phone to take pictures of credit and debit cards (front & back), your main passport photo page, your
health insurance card, and any other important documents you might need. Save these not only on your phone
but in a cloud-based program like Dropbox or Google Drive, so that if your wallet or purse gets stolen you can
easily pull up the photos online and use that to help expedite replacements.
• Make a note in your phone and save all your important
airline and hotel loyalty numbers, bank and credit card phone
numbers (including collect call numbers for overseas), and
anything else you might not remember on your own.
• Print out your itinerary, important documents like hotel
and flight confirmations, and your big Word research doc, and
bring these with you in a folder. It’s always important to have
hard copy versions of things when traveling overseas, in case you
can’t get cell signal or a reservation is lost.
• If you’re going to be gone for more than a few days and
you don’t have a friend or neighbor who can grab your mail, think
about having the post office hold your mail until you’re back.

PRE-PACKING PREP YOU WON’T REGRET
Make sure that you order or purchase any specialized gear: Depending on the trip, you may need clothing for extreme
temperatures, special activities, waterproof hiking boots, or even a new travel-sized tripod. Purchase these things well
ahead of time to make sure you have exactly what you need and that they work perfectly for you.
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Go carry-on if you can: It is SO much easier. But do your homework, because many non-American airlines have very
different carry-on size and weight regulations and they often really do weigh and measure them.
Research whether it’s a cash or credit destination: I’m a big fan
of credit cards for the safety, convenience, credit building, and
rewards you can build up. But there are still many places in the
world where credit isn’t used or accepted much, so you need to
know ahead of time. Check with all your hotels, rentals, and tour
operators to find out what they accept, and look at the
TripAdvisor forums to see whether people talk about needing
cash. And if cash is important, research where you can find
ATMs in more rural places. When we were in Jordan, it’s pretty
much cash-only so I had to make our taxi driver stop just a few
minutes over the border to hit an ATM because otherwise there
were none for the next 24 hours.
Leverage your credit card’s benefits: If you don’t already have
one, I definitely recommend researching and selecting a really
good credit card for travelers. There are several top-notch ones out there (see the Resources section), but whatever you
choose it should come with some super helpful benefits. If you already have one, make sure you understand all your
options and the terms under which they’re valid. This often includes things such as:
•
•
•
•

Car rental insurance – allows you to decline all rental company insurance in many countries (often half the cost of
the car rental!)
Trip insurance – can reimburse you when things go wrong (like when you break your ankle and have to cancel your
trip to Quebec…)
Airport lounge entrance – once you’ve experienced lounge life, it’s hard to go back.
So much more. From cellphone insurance to lost luggage reimbursement, you never know what’s included if you
don’t ask!

Understand your connectivity options: Call your cellphone provider to find out what your options are while abroad
(assuming you’re going out of the country). They may need to enable a particular kind of receiver for your phone to work
overseas, and can tell you about charges you could incur if using your phone. For many people, I would recommend turning
your cellular data (a.k.a. internet) off when you board your flight to avoid international data charges, but leaving the regular
phone signal on so you can receive (or send, if necessary) texts or make a call in an emergency. And of course no matter
what, you can still enable WiFi on your phone, even on Airplane Mode.
Download important travel apps: The list here can be
long, but below are some I believe are critical. The other
important thing is to LOG IN to all of them before you
leave! You’ll never remember your login otherwise. I’d
recommend writing down your passwords or putting them
in a note on your phone, in case you accidentally get
logged out (happened to me recently on a business trip
and I couldn’t access my boarding pass at the security line).
•
•

Itinerary – your airline’s app, any hotel group,
Airbnb, etc.
Transportation – Google Maps, some kind of taxi
app, such as Uber or MyTaxi (find out what’s used
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•
•

where you’re going), and train or metro apps for schedules (Trenitalia for Italy, SBB for Switzerland, etc.)
o Pro tip: Did you know you can use Google Maps without using data/internet? You can download maps
ahead of time to use offline, or if you pull up the map while on WiFi it will pull up the map and then you
can use it without WiFi later to navigate.
Getting around culturally – Google Translate, a currency converter app, WhatsApp (a messaging app used heavily
in many countries)
Getting home: Mobile Pass (if you don’t have Global Entry). For U.S. citizens, this app allows you to set up a
profile ahead of time with your passport, and then as soon as you arrive you can answer the customs questions
and speed through special Mobile Pass lanes. It’s totally free and helps you get home faster!
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TIPS FOR ENJOYING THE FLIGHT
There are hundreds of “surviving long-haul flights” blog posts out there, and many of them say the same things. It’s a
topic that’s been written about so much that there probably isn’t much truly new to say. But what I can tell you is what
works consistently for me on long flights and gets me to my destination feeling refreshed.

YOU ARE WHAT YOU WEAR
Wear comfy, be comfy. I look at people wearing jeans on a long flight
and wonder if they’re insane. If that works for you, great, but I always
go for comfort. That means no constricting fabrics or tight waistlines
and lots of layers. You don’t have to look like a schlub, though, and
you’ll feel less conspicuous when you arrive at your destination if you
still look nice.
•

•

•

•

My standard flight attire is dark leggings (I’m partial to these),
a long (a.k.a. covers your bum) soft t-shirt or long-sleeved shirt,
and a long, comfy cardigan—layers are key, since temperature
varies dramatically!
Wear non-stinky shoes that have some room in them (if your
feet swell) and are comfortable to walk around in. I wear
Tieks, because they slip off and on easily but have space and
are cushioned for walking in the airport. Any kind of flats or
tennis shoes will work well.
Bring a nice soft, warm pair of socks in your carry-on, and as
soon as you get settled on the plane, slip them on (either
inside your shoes or remove your shoes). This will help keep
your feet warm and also gives you room for swelling during the
flight.
Big, soft scarves are multipurpose. They can be cute, but also be warm and double as a blanket or protect your
face from light while you’re sleeping. I recommend a soft, warm one for the flight—I’m currently using a super
soft, warm infinity scarf I got on Amazon.

HAVE A SLEEP STRATEGY TO BEAT THE DREADED JET LAG
If you’re flying from the U.S. eastward, there’s a good chance your flight will be overnight, and one of the keys to beating jet
lag is getting some sleep on the plane. I am a TERRIBLE sleeper, but have had to figure out how to make sure I catch at least
3-4 hours on an overnight flight. Here are my best tips!
•
•

•
•

Find a travel pillow that works for you. I’ve tried them all (inflatable, foam, side-sleeping) and now use the TRTL,
which is weird but by far the best thing for my kind of sleeping.
For me, I take an Ambien with dinner (make sure it doesn’t make you weird), then put on my blackout mask (I
swear by this one, it is the BEST), put in my earplugs (or headphones if you prefer; I bring my own), and cover up
with blankets.
Try to sleep as soon as they pick up the dinner service, to get your body on the new time zone and get as much
sleep as possible (assuming it’s an 8-hour flight, you’ll only get around 4 hours).
You can even take that a step further and eat before you get on the plane, then go to sleep immediately after
takeoff. I could never sleep with the light and noise of dinner service, but if you can do that, go for it! An added
benefit is that you’ll probably eat better and healthier.
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•

•

If you suffer terribly from jet lag and have the time to spare, you could consider taking a morning flight eastward
instead, not sleep, and then when you arrive it will be nearly bedtime, just go to bed at a normal time in your
destination.
LASTLY—if you’re on a flight that arrives in the morning or early afternoon, you might be tempted to catch a nap
when you arrive. But this is a trap! It’s the surest way to get jet lagged. Hold out (taking a walk and getting some
fresh air helps), have an early dinner, and then get to bed around 8:00 or 9:00pm and you should be good to go the
next morning!

THIS IS YOUR HOME NOW…
Settle in and get comfy—this is your home for the next several hours and you should have a few of the comforts of home!
1) Hydrate!! Bring a giant bottle of water with you onto the plane, and anytime the flight attendants offer water, or when
you go back to the bathroom, ask the flight attendants for more water.
2) Bring a few toiletries that help you feel refreshed during the flight. I always have moisturizer and those Colgate little
brush/toothpaste things with me, plus face wipes and a tiny Evian spray bottle to feel less gross on the plane.
3) Stay active, and get up to stretch from time to time. This is
easier if you’re in an aisle seat, but it’s important for
everyone to stretch periodically. If you get up to go to the
bathroom, take a few minutes before returning to your
seat to do some different stretches and limber up.
4) If it seems like pretty much everyone has boarded and you
see an open row or couple of seats that would give you
more space, jump over there! You can always get your
seat back if you need it, but I’ve hesitated a few times as
boarding finished up and really regretted it because
someone else jumped on the open seat opportunity while I
was second-guessing myself.
5) Always have an entertainment backup. Sometimes bad
luck strikes and you won't have a functioning screen. I’m a Kindle girl, so I’m set, but having movies on your phone, a
book, music, whatever is key.
6) If you’re a tea drinker, bring a few tea bags that you actually like on the flight. You can always get hot water, and the
tea on planes is TERRIBLE. I keep several bags of peppermint tea in my purse at all times, because it helps settle your
stomach and reduce air in your tummy as well.
7) Always have some snacks in your bag, like KIND bars, nuts, dried fruit, or something similar. They will never fail you.
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WHAT TO DO WHEN YOU FIRST ARRIVE
You made it! Hopefully you’re mostly on time, and now it’s time to get out into the world and explore. There are several
steps you can take both before your trip and immediately upon arrival that can help you hit the ground running.

#1 – GO THROUGH CUSTOMS BEFORE GOING TO THE BATHROOM!
•

I know, you have to pee. But every second you spend veering off to hit the bathroom, there are dozens of people
streaming ahead of you in line at customs. Hit the airplane bathroom shortly before landing, and then book it to
customs to get the best spot in line that you can.

#2 – HAVE A PLAN FOR GETTING TO YOUR ACCOMMODATION
•

•
•

Don't be afraid of public transportation. In most places, it’s the best (and cheapest!) way to get to and from the
airport, and it’s a great way to really get a feel for a new city. Know how close it is to your accommodation,
though. Dragging bags around is the worst.
If you’re taking the metro, take a picture of the metro map with your phone so you can look at the order of stops
later. Kill time on the metro by studying the map so you orient yourself to where key stops are.
Find out ahead of time if it's an Uber/Lyft kind of place, MyTaxi, etc. Whether you take it from the airport or not,
this can help you in a pinch later when you need to get around (like late at night), or help getting back to the
airport.

#3 – WITHDRAW SOME MONEY AT AN ATM IN THE AIRPORT IF YOU CAN FIND ONE
•
•

•

ATMs really are the best way to exchange money. Bank ATMs (not exchanging at your home bank ahead of time)
should have the best exchange rate and charge fewer fees than an actual currency exchange.
This really smooths things out for the rest of your trip and then you’re not wasting time wandering the streets later
looking for one. Most airports have ATMs easily accessible, and there’s less chance of running into an ATM scam
there (particularly if you go while you’re still behind security.
If you can’t, make sure it’s a priority when you get to your
accommodation.
It’s not 2001, so leave your traveler’s checks at home. Most
places won’t even take them anymore.

#4 – IF IT’S LATER IN THE DAY, FIND OUT WHAT’S CLOSE
TO YOU & WHAT TIME KEY BUSINESSES CLOSE
•

•

If you’re staying in a rental, groceries are going to be a
necessity, even just some snacks, coffee and milk, wine, and
a bite to eat in the morning (hey, a girl’s gotta have
priorities). Get the practicalities sorted out first since
grocery stores may close early in many countries because
they tend to be family-run.
Ask your host or the hotel concierge for recommendations
on where to get dinner, breakfast, their favorite bar, how to
get to the metro, where to go for a run in the morning—
whatever will save you time and make things easier. Getting
a local’s advice is always great, and even better when it lines
up with research you’ve already done on your own.
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WELCOME TO ONE GIRL, WHOLE WORLD
Who am I? I grew up on a farm in rural Kansas but, having lived in Atlanta for over a decade, I now consider myself a
Midwestern Southerner. I have a (more than) full-time career in digital marketing technology, but I use every last hour of
well-earned PTO to explore as much of the world as possible.
I started One Girl, Whole World because I realized that I had so much research, so many trial-and-error tips, beautiful
pictures, and perfect itineraries to share, but didn’t have a way to do it. I believe in the inherent value of travel, of
exploring new places, and in getting the most bang for your buck—which sometimes means finding great deals, and
sometimes means splurging on a once-in-a-lifetime experience. I love history, photography, all manner of food and drink,
ridiculous anecdotes, people-watching, and feeling like a local overseas. I don’t love museums or looking like a tourist.
Over the last several years I’ve visited almost 30 countries and tried to experience everything they have to offer. I’ve
jumped out of a plane in New Zealand, run a dog sledding team in Norway, been pickpocketed by a monkey in Costa Rica,
sailed in Sweden, and accidentally driven through landmine territory in Croatia for a couple hours. And loved every minute
of it. As I hope you’ve discovered from this book, I believe in putting a ton of time into researching and planning trips and
putting together itineraries that squeeze in a maximum amount of awesome in the time allotted, without feeling rushed.

GIVE ME A SHOUT!
@onegirlwholeworld
1girlwholeworld
One Girl, Whole World
@1girlwholeworld
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RESOURCES TO HELP YOU ON YOUR WAY
Here’s a list of a lot of the websites I use to do my travel planning research. One note: on one or two of these links I may
make an affiliate commission from any sales that come through clicks on the links (which I greatly appreciate, and at no
extra cost to you). My recommendations are completely my own!

FLIGHTS
Always search: Google Flights, Kayak, Momondo, and Skyscanner
Sign up for: All The Flight Deals, Next Vacay (test, at least)
If you want an actual person to find the absolute best flights for you, try Fare Whispers

HOUSING
Airbnb, I’m a HUGE fan
Booking.com
TripAdvisor, for both rentals and hotels
Other sites you can try are Agoda, Kayak, and VRBO

RENTAL CARS
Renting a car is one of the things that stresses me out the most, so do some research and stick with brands that are known
and legitimate. I’ve used Sixt several times in Europe and have had a great experience with them.
Kayak
AutoEurope
Sixt

TRAVEL GEAR I’M OBSESSED WITH
The TravelPro carry-on I take literally everywhere, from an overnight to two weeks in Europe
Sunscreens that I swear by for travel—you should always be wearing it!
My Chase Sapphire Preferred card goes everywhere with me, and is a great card for travelers. I also bring my Delta
Skymiles AmEx with me, along with my debit card.

SOME INSPIRATION TO GET YOU STARTED
How to Plan the Best Trip to Argentina’s Iguazu Falls
The Ultimate Arctic Winter Packing List
Hiking the Hooker Valley Track on New Zealand’s South Island
Why Slovenia Should Be On Your Bucket List…And What To Do There
A Perfect Long Weekend Itinerary in Vancouver and Whistler
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